
DISCOVER Y/OUR TRUE POTENTIAL !
We all have  

the ability to 

access our 

combined 

intelligence 

 
C

 

 

 Co-Create a Shareable Intelligence in a One-Day Workshop. 

In This Gathering 

Participants will access the combined intelligence of their group as well as an 

intimacy with nature, discovering a renewed sense of meaning, direction, inspiration 

and belonging. Relationships are profoundly freed by the ease of mutual 

understanding. True individuality is realized by sharing our actual unity.  

By producing and attracting beneficial behavior patterns, these processes 

strengthen originality, authenticity and creativity. You will enjoy an immersive learning 

experience and be offered support and follow up. Unlearning unconscious behaviors 

occurs spontaneously while acquiring beneficial habits. By exploring "conscious 

awareness" together, learning becomes far more comprehensive and fun.  

Enhanced cooperation is essential for consensual decision-making for couples, 

family, friends and co-workers. Businesses are able to by-pass hours of meeting 

time. Any form of teamwork is consistently more creative, effective and productive. 

Corporate consultants and experts in leadership have been responding 

enthusiastically. 
 



DISCOVER Y/OUR TRUE POTENTIAL !
 

Our Promise

Sperry Andrews has been facilitating groups internationally for thirty years. He is a scientist of 
human consciousness exploring how humankind can live in harmony. In 1990 he founded the 
Human Connection Project bringing together world-class scientists, educators and media 
people to help shift the separative “mind-set” of humanity through a scientifically-based, 
social-action, media-research program. He now demonstrates how to re-creationally share a 
commonly-sensed species-wide intelligence  using social media, to re-enchant, encourage 
and catalyze an evolutionary leap for humanity. He is confident about a shareable intelligence 
being our greatest innate natural resource and that our awakening socially to this 
“commonsense” promises to eliminate poverty, pollution, disease, crime and war. 

As the founder and co-director of the Human Connection Institute, Sperry offers a wide variety 
of educational programs in-person, with online support to meet the needs of individuals and 
groups increasingly confronted by unforeseeable personal, social and professional 
challenges. 

    
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EgzYqtK2-E
http://www.connectioninstitute.org/hci/HCI.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8EqeMt9nho
http://www.connectioninstitute.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EgzYqtK2-E
http://www.connectioninstitute.org/hci/HCI.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8EqeMt9nho
http://www.connectioninstitute.org


“At the beginning of the group call, it feels as if a group of ‘strangers’ is getting 
together under Sperry’s guidance to have an experience.  As the meeting 
progresses, I discover that these are no strangers at all…but rather, extensions of 
myself! As the fog of separation begins to lift, a brilliant yellow light seems to 
descend into my inner vision.  After a little while longer, I feel I am home, home at 
last, and the other callers on the line transform into my intimate friends, as voices 
that speak for me, and I for them. At last, I discover that what I have been 
searching and seeking for all these years was right in front of me, and I just didn’t 
know how to look!  That is the experience I have had with Sperry’s gentle 
guidance, and I feel a sense of peace inside of myself that is unsurpassed.”   
~ Gary Dempster. 
  

“This evening, during the “Conscious Conversation”, I experienced in true essence, the core truth of what we are as 
Universal Beings.  Sperry, as a facilitator, immediately directed our attention to connecting with the sensory body. It 
shifted to an awareness that my heart was opening and in it was, a knowing.  I could feel thoughts, concepts, images 
and information transforming into the “Be Still” that is all-knowing. Sitting with this sensory emotion, I felt it shift to a 
peaceful stillness, Love beyond all Love. The body called self, became as no-self. The feeling of vastness with all beings 
emerged into a Oneness. And the Light that enveloped my experience manifested into no-thing, a Void that was filled 
with Bliss. I have had a near death experience and found in it, clarity of who we really are,  yet, this evening, I have 
discovered a newness of what it means to create and co-create our Evolutionary Story.  Being with others and 
‘becoming’ Us reinforces the truth!   It is REAL, it is Joyfilled and it is NOW.  I believe that this ‘Practice’, that is so very 
simple, is the KEY to understanding of how to manifest our emergence to Consciousness and the creation of a NEW 
Existence. Gratefully I tell of Love!”   ~  Sophia Murray 
  
“Sperry facilitates a process to drop into our unity and feel our interconnected oneness beyond the illusion of space and 
time – to come to know firsthand and embody the awareness spoken of by enlightened masters and teachers 
throughout the ages.  Now, in a simple and “real time” experience each participant may come into a co-created field of 
harmony and love, leaving all with a profound and lasting sense of inner peace and trust.” ~ Allen David Reed 
  
“This “Conscious Conversation” simply and gently, yet profoundly, reveals the truth that all of humanity has been 
seeking forever. In just a few minutes, as Sperry pointed our awareness to awareness itself, the illusion of separation 
began to dissolve. My sense of having a separate body melted in the warm, delicious energy that engulfed the whole 
group. Thoughts had no power and floated by like clouds. Emotions transformed into what I experienced to be the 
empty fullness spoken of by the sages, or eternal Love itself. The embodiment of what cannot adequately be spoken of 
happened. It was blissful, and once experienced, nothing can or will ever be the same. This is a life changing event.”  
~ Judy Woodrow 

“Our time on the calls is pure "spaciousness" for me. I find myself freed from the posturing of my personality, ego and 
stories.... as we open together into the vastness of BE-ing. The exchange is structured in such a way that we 
collectively hold a field of pure presence. I feel my awareness expand and open to include "what is". In this state of 
allowing, the witness is the one who speaks through me. It is a rich time of non-doing and true being. The experience is 
very expansive and nourishing.  Each moment is fresh, alive and unfolding. As we share from a place of noticing, we 
shift and heighten the field of attention. It is true interactive consciousness unfolding. While the process is remarkably 
easy, the practice of it is one that requires some attention. It is still quite a rare and wonderful experience to share this 
expanded state with others! The potential for this in the collective human population is truly beyond words!”   
~ Quiana Grace Frost


